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Previously

IT Central Station

Valuable Features

The most valuable feature is the speed at which 

it can instantiate VMs. When I was doing the 

same thing with Rubrik, if I had 30 VMs on Azure 

and I wanted to bring them up live, it would take 

perhaps 24 hours. Having 1,000 VMs to do, it 

would be very time-consuming. With Zerto, I can 

bring up almost 1,000 VMs in an hour. This is what 

I really liked about Zerto, although it can do a lot 

of other things, as well.

The interface is easy to use, although configuring 

the environment, and the infrastructure 

around it, wasn’t so clear. The interface and its 

dashboard are very good and very nice to use. 

The interface is very telling in that it provides a 

lot of the telemetry that you need to validate that 

your backup is healthy, that it’s current, and that 

it’s recoverable.

Results

A good example of how Zerto has improved the way 

our organization functions is that it has allowed us 

to decommission repurposed hardware that we 

were using to do the same type of DR activity.

If we lost our data center and had to recover it, Zerto 

would save us a great deal of time. In our testing, we 

have found that recovering the entire data center 

would be completed within a day. In the past, it was 

going to take us close to a month.

ROI

Zerto has very much saved us money by enabling 

us to do DR in the cloud, rather than in our physical 

data center.  Using Zerto, I don’t have to pay for that 

hardware in the cloud.

All I pay for is storage, and that’s much less than 

what the hardware cost would be. To run that 

environment with everything on there, just sitting, 

would cost a factor of ten to one.

Use Case

Originally, I was looking for a solution that 

allowed us to replicate our critical workloads 

to a cloud target and then pay a monthly fee 

to have it stored there. Then, if some kind of 

disaster happened, we would have the ability 

to instantiate or spin up those workloads in a 

cloud environment and provide access to our 

applications. That was the ask of the platform.

John L.  

IT Director at Kingston 

Technology

“Zerto is very good in terms 

of providing continuous 

data protection.”

“The deduplication 

capabilities are good.”
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